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DProle Likelihood in Direted
Graphial Models from BUGS Output
Malene Hjbjerre, Department of Mathematial Sienes, Aalborg University, Denmark, malenemath.au.dk
Introdution
Approximate prole likelihood of parameters/funtions
of parameters in direted graphial models with
inomplete data from posterior samples from software
BUGS (Bayesian inferene Using Gibbs Sampling).
Direted Graphial Model
Direted graphial model dened by
 direted ayli graph, G = (V;E)




that is direted Markov w.r.t. to G










V = X [ Y [ [ C
random onstant
(single-edged) (double-edged)





















As Spiegelhalter (1998) onsider onstants as random
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Prole likelihood of 
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Prole likelihood of  = g()
^




L(jx; );  2 
where  image of parameter spae of  under g.
Integrated likelihood of 
i






































































































































Sampling from p (yjx;
0





: posterior mean of initial Gibbs sampler with priors on .
Compute log
~
L(jx; ) in grid formed by quantiles of initial
Gibbs sampler.
Maximize over grid to approximate prole log-likelihood.
Version 2



















































































L(jx; ) in grid formed by quantiles of Gibbs
sampler in this version.
Maximize over grid to approximate prole log-likelihood.
Prole likelihood of a funtion
e









Need to alulate g(), already have
~
L(jx; ).
Order pairs in inreasing order w.r.t.  = g(), partition
into bins.
Find pair with maximum value of
~
L(jx; ) for eah bin.
Combine maximum pairs to approximate prole log-likelihood
of g().
Integrated likelihood of 
i
Consider  n fig as latent variables in method.
Get a 1-dimensional grid. Marginalisation done by summation
instead of maximalisation.
Comments
Priors: no signiant impat, one Gibbs sampler onverged.
Method: hybrid of Bayesian and likelihood - prior used to
ompute redible region, approximation done there.
Complementary tool to BUGS.
Example
From Spiegelhalter, Thomas, Best & Gilks (1996b).






: number of failures


















































 (0:1; 1:0)  (0:01; 0:1)  (0:001; 0:001)
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